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INTRODUCTKW
It has been known for some time that laminar flow and subsequent
laminar separation have a marked effect on the performance of an airfoil.
For this reason wind tunnel experiments have, as much as possible, care-
fully avoided this phenomenon. This procedure has produced a very meager
amount of airfoil data below a Reynolds number of 10 . The wind tunnel
experimenter is, of course, justified in his choice since he thereby
employs the best capabilities of his test equipment.
The ship model experimenters are not so fortunate. The laws of
similitude make avoidance of the low Reynolds number range almost impossible.
This is particularly true with respect to the self propelled ship model
test, which though often criticized, remains a singularly important tool
in the prediction of the performance of the full size ship. One of the
key problems in this test is the performance of the propeller when operating
behind the model. The laws of similitude dictate its speed of advance,
diameter and RPM. Therefore the propeller Reynolds number is fixed.
However, the performance of the propeller is often predicted by tests con-
c
ducted at much higher Reynolds numbers. This fact becomes important when
we remember that the model propeller is used as an instrument to measure
the effects of the model hull on flow in the region of the propeller.
Since most of the self propelled model tests to date have been run on
models of about 20 foot length, the following table will give some
average values for representative ship types.

»1<is Number at 0. 7 Radius*
1 .17 X 10 6
1 .425 X 10 6
.905 X 10 6
1 .11 X 10 6
.915 X 106








This represents a good average value over the propeller.
Furthermore, for a given propeller there is a variation in Reynolds
number from root to tip for a constant RPM and model speed. As an example
of this variation, values were calculated over the blade of the Troost
propeller used in the Series 60 tests. (Ref. 17) These data also apply
to a 20 foot model operating at design speed with the propeller operating
at design RPM.
Series 60 Troost Propeller
Location of Section Reynolds Number
0.2 Rad # .913 X 10
5
0.4 Rad. 1.560 X 10 5
0.6 Rad. 2.25 X 105
0.7 Rad. 2.49 X 10 5
0.8 Rad. 2.57 X 10 5
0.9 Rad. 2.30 X 105

In the past few years attempts have been made to conduct tests on
self propelled models of the order of 10 feet or less in length. Tests
at Stevens Institute on the "San Francisco" show propeller Reynolds numbers
as low as 5.6 X 104 . (Ref. 18)
There are a variety of opinions as to the point at which laminar
separation becomes a serious problem. Some expert opinions indicate a
value of about 3.5 X 1C for model propellers. Experimental data for
airfoil shapes however, indicate that it occurs as high as a value of 10^.
Since separation is as much a function of the geometry of the bodies as
the Reynolds number, it seems unlikely that it can be fixed exactly. If
we accept 10 6 as a possibility, then a glance at the table of model pro-
peller Reynolds numbers will reveal that all of these propellers might
be affected to some degree by laminar separation.
Since the airfoil and propeller are so closely linked in concept and
performance, it seemed that the first logical step toward finding the effects
of laminar separation on propeller performance would be to study its effect
on airfoil performance. Moreover, siace this problem is more closely
associated with the hydrodynamics of ship models, it seemed proper to
move one step closer to the problem by testing hydrofoils.
The desired Reynolds number range imposes two requirements on the
test hydrofoil. First it must be small and second it must operate at low
speeds. Both of these requirements lead to small forces, and consequently
a special test instrument is needed. This instrument, the Two Component
Balance, was designed and built at Webb Institute to fulfill thesis
requirements for a M.S. degree. The following test series i$ the first
to utilize this balance.

The apnlications of these tests are not restricted to the model pro-
peller field. Ship models have many appendages, all of which are to some
degree subject to low Reynolds number effects. Examples would be rudders,
bilge keels, shaft strut arms, stabilizing fins, anti-pitch fins, and sub-
marine control planes. For example, the rudder of a 20 foot model in a
turning test might well operate at a Reynolds number of 2 X 10 .
The Reynolds number range covered in this test series is .8 X 10 5
to 2.69 X 105
.
It was hoped this range could be extended up to about 10 6 f
however, certain physical limitations made this impossible. It is interesting
to note that the test range fully covers the Series 60 propeller. The
large variations in foil performance over the Reynolds number range tested
indicates that the problem of laminar separation is important and not one
on mere academic interest.

GENERAL SYMBOLS
P Mass Density <lb-sec2/ft 4 )
2y Kinematic viscosity (ft /sec)
HYDRODYNAMIC SYMBOLS
2
Cj/ Three dimensional measured lift coefficient. Z\ % = L'/i^SV
Cj Three dimensional lift coefficient. Cj « L/^oSV. C
x
= C^* Cls
Cj Two dimensional lift coefficient.
Cls Strut lift coefficient. Cls = Ls/ioSV
2
. Where S is based on
the projected area of the foil when used to correct experimental
data.
Cd ' Three dimensional measured drag coefficient. Cd ' = D*/§/)Sv .
Cd Three dimensional drag coefficient. Cd « D/4oSV . C^ = Cd ' - Cds .
Cd Two dimensional drag coefficient.
C(j
s
Strut drag coefficient. C^g * D
s
/§£>Sv . Where S is based on the
projected area of the foil when used to correct experimental data.
For the strut alone S is the projected area of the strut.
CdStW Strut wavemaking drag coefficient. Cd SfW= DSfV/£z)S^T.
C,jp Profile drag coefficient. C^pCfor strut) = Cds - Cds w .
o( Two dimensional angle of attack.
o( Geometric angle of attack. afz o( '± &o(
o< Measured geometric angle of attack.
Ao( Change in geometric angle of attack due to deflection of strut
produced by the drag force.
A°(t. Change in measured geometric angle of attack due to strut deflection
produced by the lift force.
5

Aoc'r Total change in measured geometric angle of attack due to strut
deflection. M^=M* AX^
D' Measured foil drag (lb)
D Foil drag (lb).
L' Measured foil lift (lb).




Ls Strut lift (lb).
V Free stream velocity, ft/sec. Also equal to the carriage speed.
2
S Projected area (ft ).
c Chord (in)
s Semi - span (in)
A Aspect ratio. A = (2s) VS. A = 2s/c for a rectangular foil.






= VcA-. In this formula c is in ft.

I. APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE
The test series was conducted in the Webb Towing Tank over the periods
of 4 October 1957 to 12 December 1957 and 24 March 1958 to 6 May 1958.
The test instrument was a special two component balance designed and built
at .Vebb Institute for this purpose. For a complete description of the
balance see reference 15 and Appendix II of this paper.
The tests were made on two similar, rectangular, aspect ratio 6 hydro-
foils manufactured by the David Taylor Model Basin. The foils were machined
from aluminum and polished to a smooth surface. The airfoil section used
was the NACA 64-409 series. The foils had the following basic dimensions.
Large Foil Small Foil
2s * 30 in. 2s = 18 in.
c =5 in. c = 3 in.
S 150 sq. in. S = 54 sq. in.
The two foils are hereafter identified as "Large foil" and "Small foil".
For the table of offsets of the section see Appendix I.
The supporting strut has an ogival section with a chord of 1^ inches
and a thickness of 0.401 inches. The strut was raked at an angle of
16.167 degrees from a perpendicular to the nose-tail line of the foil.
See Appendix I for a more detailed description of the strut and foil
assembly.
The foils were tested over a speed range of 2 - 7 ft. /sec. and an
angle of attack range from +4 degrees to -2.5 degrees. Two factors limited
the maximum testing speeds. The first was the physical strength of the
balance. To prevent possible structural damage total lift forces were
limited to 10 pounds. The second limitation was the strut spray roach

which impinged on the balance at high speeds and thus produced inaccurate
drag measurements. As a result of these limitations the Reynolds number
range covered was 0.8 X 105 to 2.7 X 105 . This range includes both foils.
Since the Vebb Towing Tank has an automatic water heating system all
tests were conducted at the same water temperature of 80 degrees F. For
this temperature the following values were used in all calculations.
P = 1.9336 lb-sec 2/ft 4
7- « 0.9296 X 10" 5 ft./sec 2
A more detailed listing of the accuracies of the balance can be found
in Appendix III. Average values are:
Lift ±.005#
Drag 1 .005*
Angle of Attack ±0.10 degrees
Depth of Foil 10.10 inches
During testing at low speed, (2 ft/sec or less) drag forces of the order
of magnitude of 0.05 pounds were measured. Since the accuracy of the balance
is only 10% of this value, the authors feel that data taken at these low
speeds are questionable.
No attempt was made to stimulate turbulence during any of the tests.
The problem of stimulating turbulent flow on airfoils operating at low
Reynolds numbers presents a very interesting basis for future investigations.
Reference 16 presents some valuable investigations in the field.

II PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
Before the hydrofoils themselves could be tested, it was apparent
that corrections for the effects of the supporting strut would have to
be evaluated. Once the strut corrections were determined, they were used
to correct the hydrofoil data to obtain foil characteristics divorced from
strut influences. The corrections that vere considered are:
1. The angular deflections of the support strut caused by
hydrofoil lift and drag forces.
2. The strut lift and drag forces.
5« The strut interference with the flow around the hydrofoil.
A. The effect of the air resistance of the balance on drag
readings.
1. Strut Deflection.
The angular deflections of the strut due to the hydrofoil lift and
drag forces were measured in terms of angle of attack. Lift and drag
forces were simulated by weights suspended at the foil position on the
strut, with the strut support bracket clamped rigidly in a shop vice.
Figure 1 is a presentation of the variation in angle of attack due to
strut support deflections caused by hydrofoil lift and drag forces. The
magnitude of this correction can be as large as one-half degree for com-
binations of lift and drag forces within the range tested.
2. Strut Lift and Drag
Strut lift and drag were determined by a series of tests varying speed
from 2 to 7 feet per second and varying strut rake between values corre-
sponding to foil angles of attack from -2.5° to +4.0°. See figures 2, 5,











Strut only: ti » 0°,
Depth r 15.65",
V B 6 t/seo,

Figure 4












as L^/V2 versus V in figure 6. The 3trut drag data is plotted as Dg/V
versus V in figure 7«
The quantities Ls/V*- and Dg/V2 were converted to strut lift and drag
corrections by the multiplication factor ^S:
^S = 1.006 for the large foil.
ijS = O.562 for the small foil.
See the sample calculations in Appendix I for an example of the use of
these corrections. It should be noted that the strut lift correction re-
presents a negative lift force. Since the strut was oriented with a forward
rake over the entire range of angle of attack, the vertical component of
the hydrodynamic force on the strut was directed down.
5« Interference Effects
Tests were conducted and reported in reference 5 on n strut in the
presence of a 0.25 aspect ratio lifting surface. It was found that:
a. Interference of the strut on the drag of
the lifting surface was negligible at all
depths.
b. Interference on lift and pitching moment
is negligible except at very shallow depths.
Since these tests were all conducted at deep submergence compared to the
chord, no correction wa3 considered necessary for strut interference
effects.
4. Air Resistance.
A series of runs was made to evaluate the effect of the balance air
resistance on the drag measurements. The maximum value of air drag divided
by the square of the velocity vas approximately Jfo of the comparable para-
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meter for the strut. For example, at the speed of 7 feet per second:
Equivalent Drag Drag / V
Air drag of balance 0.025# OAjxlO'^
Strut drag 0.815# l6.5xlO~5
Therefore, at 7 ,/sec»:
Air drag coefficient 0»47
% Air Drag = rlOO = xlOO s 2.9^%5/S
Strut drag coefficient I6.5
Since the air drag of the balance was negligible compared to either
strut or foil drag, no attempt was made to correct for air drag in this
investigation. It should be noted, however, that since bn lance air drag
is included in the strut drag data, the strut correction to the hydrofoil
drag data automatically corrects for air drag*
Optimum Depth
While it may prove interesting to vary depth in future investigations,
depth was held constant for the major portion of these tests. In order to
determine an optimum depth for testing, however, a series of runs was con-
ducted at constant speed and a constant angle of attack of approximately
* A«5°. These data are plotted in figure 8 as Cl' versus Depth. Since
these particular data were obtained before balance modifications were com-
plete -i nd before an accurate testing procedure was developed, the data are
only oualitptive. The large foil maintained a constant Cl' over a range
of depths greater than two chords, but the OL 1 of the small foil varied
over the entire range of depths. Since the variation of Ol' with depth
decreased as the depth increased, a towing depth of 15 inches, measured
to the mid-chord point, was selected. (See Figure 8.) This was the






As final data was plotted, it became more and more apparent that the
hydrofoils were not conforming to conventional standards. Por this reason,
it was decided to first present the experimental data without embellishments
and discuss its import and ramifications in more detail later.
Figures 9 through 14 are presented to illustrate the rough data as
taken in the Model Tank. These figures are intended to be representative
of the magnitude of experimental scatter in original data. In general, the
small scatter obtained could be directly traced to the accuracy limits of
the instrument. The form used to record and compute original data can be
found in Appendix I. It is important to note that the faired rough data
formed the basis for computation of all final results.
Of particular interest are Figures 13 and 14. In these tests the
effect of Reynolds number on the lifting characteristics of the foils was
graphically demonstrated. The lift coefficient for a set angle of attack
( <K e -2
a
) changed from positive to negative as the speed was lowered from
7 ft. /sec. to 2 ft. /sec.
To present the data in final form the rough data was corrected for
strut lift and drag and strut deflections. A detailed example of these
computations can be found in Appendix I. Final data plotted in standard
form are found in Figures 15 through 20. A glance at these curves will
reveal that Reynolds number effects have produced a radical departure from
ore conventional airfoil behavior. A more complete discussion of these
departures will be made later.
Figures 21 through 26 are presented as examples of actual test runs.
Figure 26 should give the reader a clearer picture of how the spray roach
12

from the strut can be a problem at high speeds. As speed increases, the
spray height increases until it eventually strikes the flat plate supporting
the strut. The authors noted changes in the tank wave pattern as produced
by the strut and foil, as opposed to the strut alone. These visual ob-
servations, therefore, seemed to indicate that the hydrofoils were subject
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Although the strut was not one of the primary test vehicles, its shape
compares favorably with ship appendages such as shaft supporting struts,
rudders, and support struts for hydrofoil boats. As a result the authors
felt a detailed analysis was warranted. Since the strut pierced the sur-
face, part of its total resistance was due to wavemaking. In order to
compare the strut profile drag coefficient with both theory and other ex-
perimental data it was necessary to obtain a value for wavemaking resistance,
which could be deducted from total resistance.
In reference (5) strut wavemaking resistance was found by towing a
strut at several depths. Total resistance was plotted vs depth at constant
speed. These plots indicated a straight line relationship between these
values. This line was extrapolated to zero depth and the value thus ob-
tained minus a correction for tip drag was the strut wavemaking resistance.
These experimental results compared very favorably with a theoretical curve
proposed by Havelock (Ref. 10) at speeds below the critical wave speed of
the tank. Por the Webb tank the critical wave speed is
V = Kgh
V l/32.2 X 5 * 12.79 ft. /sec.
All tests run were considerably below this speed.
Havelock' s method applies to a strut of infinite length projecting
vertically into a fluid of infinite depth. The strut in question is of
finite length and raked 16.167 degrees from the vertical when the foil is
at zero angle of attack. Therefore it is obvious that the results of this




To simplify calculations the strut section was approximated by a
/
r*o-&
1 = half length of section
L e 21, where L in this case is the strut chordal length
b * half thickness of the section at the midpoint
Appendix I shows that the strut is actually lens-shaped, however, the
assumed parabola is a close approximation.
Using the parabola in Havelock's equation we get the wavemaking drag
of the strut.
Dgw a= wavemaking drag in pounds
g * acceleration due to gravity
ft- mass density of the fluid
1 « half length of section in feet
X s Euler's constant * .57722
p « gL/V2
V * free stream velocity ft. /sec.
The independent variable, p, is the inverse square of Froude number.
The strut angle selected for computation was 16.167 degrees which
corresponds to a foil angle of attack of degrees. Since the strut is
raked, the actual chord*! length becomes;
15

L = 1.5/cos. 16.167 = 1.56 inches
1 = .78 inches
b « .201 inches
Using these values the wave drag coefficient of the strut, Cdg ^, was com-
puted and plotted in Figure 27. The wave drag coefficient was then de-
ducted from the measured drag coefficient to obtain the profile drag co-
efficient, CdD » It can be seen that wave drag is a relatively small value
compared with profile drag.
Reference 3 states that at Reynolds numbers below the value of 1 X 10 6
the flow phenomenon of laminar separation begins to take place. Laminar
separation is in turn accompanied by a sharp rise in drag coefficient,
particularly for relatively blunt shapes. Hoerner's equation for drag due
to laminar separation is
(2) Cdp = 2Cf (t/c)
2
C^lp profile drag coefficient
Cf Blasius laminar skin friction
t/c = thickness ratio
Reference 3 also indicates a correction should be made to account for the
tip in the three dimensional case. Por this strut the correction is negative
and equal to -0.0003. The theoretical equation then becomes
(3) Cdp - 2Cf + (t/c) 2 - 0.0003
This equation and some experimental data from reference 3 are plotted
along with strut data in Figure 28. The strut data shows reasonably good
correlation with both experimental data and theory. Discrepancies are no
doubt due to errors in theoretical wave drag as well as the tip drag of the







in profile drag due to laminar separation. On the same plot is included
some unpublished data for the strut towed in Reference 6. It can be seen
that at the higher Reynolds numbers this strut is producing drag co-
efficients below the turbulent friction line, however, as it reaches the
transition range there is a sharp rise in drag coefficient. It is also
important to note the fact that the rise in drag coefficient starts at a
Reynolds number of about 10 6 9 Although there is no data to corroborate
this fact, it seems justifiable to assume the NACA strut drag would con-
tinue to rise until it reaches a value comparable to the test strut of
this investigation.
The salient point of this investigation is the fact that there is a
major increase in drag coefficient once laminar separation begins. As
Figure 28 shows the drag coefficient of the strut is almost 7.5 times the
coefficient of friction for turbulent flow at Re = 105 . This indicates
extreme care must be taken in expanding the measured resistance of
appendages on ship models to the full size ship.
17

3. METHODS TO PREDICT LIFT AND DRAG
The experimental hydrofoil data of this report takes on more meaning
when presented against a background of previous data and theory. A survey of a-
vailable literoture showed that NACA data and theory could be utilized most
readily for this purpose. These data nnd theory establish a point of de-
parture from which to discuss the results of the low Reynolds number tests.
The easiest method of corr acting the two dimensional wind tunnel data to
three dimensional flow, was to neglect towing tank boundary effects and apply
the classical method of references 1 and 2. This method is discussed first,
and is used to calculate both lift and drag coefficients based on airfoil
data. The second method presented is an extension of the classical method,
which employs airfoil data again, but also includes corrections for tank
boundaries, water surface and wave drag. This modified classical method is
based on the subcritical theory of reference 7» It is used to correct the
drag coefficient for boundary effects and wave drag. It is not used to make
any corrections to the lift coefficient. Thirdly, a fairly rigorous theoreti-
cal method is presented to predict the lift coefficient. This method, from
reference 11, con be used without previous data of any kind, but better re-
sults were obtained in this case, after an experimental angle of zero lift
was substituted for the theoretical angle of zero lift.
1. The Classical Method.
Reference 4 is the source of data for the NACA 64-409 airfoil section.
The d-^ta covers a range well above the range of this report. (Rc s 0.7*10
to Re = 9.0x10 .) The comparison of the NACA airfoil d^ta to the hydrofoil
data obtained in the present tests emphasizes Reynolds number effects.
Therefore, the airfoil date was converted from two dimensional to three
18

dimensional coefficients, applicoble to the hydrofoils. This was accom-
plished by the classical method given in references 1 and 2. The classical
method corrects for aspect rntio by odding induced drag to section drag and
induced "ngle of attack to the section angle of attack. Thus, the follovdng
formulae from references 1 and 2 were used to correct airfoil data for
finite aspect ratio rt 1^ 0.7x10° and R<; 9.0x10 .
(4) od cd nf (1 , S)
(5) ol=<xo +^ (1 <)
In which: 0^ is the three dimensional drag coefficient.
c^ is the two dimensional section drag coefficient.
c^ is the two dimensional section lift coefficient.
Oc is the three dimensional angle of attack.
OCe is the two dimensional section nngle of attack.
A is the aspect ratio. (6)
o is the plcn form correction factor to drag coefficient.
T" is the plan form correction factor to angle of attack.
For A = 6, S = 0.045 and fa 0.165 (Ref. 2)
The curves which are the solutions to eouations (4) and (5) pre compared to
the hydrofoil experimental data in figures 53> 5^» 3& "nd 57*
This compcrison is not rigorous since no consideration is given to
the effects of the free water surface or of the tank boundaries. The
boundary effects are small, however, as will be shown in the theoretical
method to follow, so this comparison is valunble to denonstrnte the trend
of the lift coefficient to decrease r>nd the drag coefficient to increase
as Reynolds number is reduced.
19

2. A Refinement to the Classical Method.
Since the classical method of predicting hydrofoil lift and drag did
not include boundary effects or wsve drag, the predictions by this method
were of doubtful value. The classical method is normally used to predict
aerodynamic forces on finite vdngs in an infinite medium of air. If the
method is used in this manner, boundary effects ?re not a problem. }fy-
drofoils, however, are usually subject to boundary effects. In these
tests the hydrofoils were submerged benenth a free weter surface in a
towing tank of finite dimensions. Therefore, predictions by the classical
method could very well be inaccurate, if boundary effects and wave drag are
ignored. A prediction problem of some kind exists, as may be seen by com-
paring the predictions based on airfoil data to the experimental data in
figures 35» 5^> 3° 3nd 57. The experimental drag is noticeably higher than
the predicted drag. This discrepancy could have been caused by boundary
effects or by the wave drag or by both.
For this reason, the boundary effects and wnve drag were evaluated
theoretical ly using the methods of reference 7. This theory adds two addi-
tional terms to the expression for induced drag, one for boundary effects
end. the other for Froude number wave drag. These two additional terms
should be evident by comparing equation (4) with equation (21) of reference
7» herein designated equation (6).
(6) 0d - o d * n. [tlrfl .Jbft^) . gj^jV
In which: C^, c<j, c^, 6 and A have been defined previously.
V is hydrofoil speed in feet per second,
g is gravitational acceleration,
c is the hydrofoil chord in feet,
l// is the hydrofoil submergence parameter in this cace,^/ = e * /S^
f is the hydrofoil depth in feet.
20

Kl is the correction factor for the induced drag due to the
boundary image trailing vortices.
In selecting equation 21 from reference 7» subcritical theory was dictated,
since all of the subject hydrofoil tests were conducted ot speeds less than
12.76'/sec, the critical vrave speed of the V'ebb tank.
The term *1 C \}\JL v / in equation (21), reference 7» represents the
contribution of the free voter surface to the induced drag of the hydrofoil.
A new value of K\ was derived for use in equation (6), however, which in-
cludes tank side and bottom effects as well as the water surfnee effects.
The same type of derivation was used to evaluate the new Kl as is presented
in reference 7 for the corresponding quantity.
The wave drag contribution to induced drag is represented by the
term 2(y2/crC )T« Reference 7 gives three expressions torjl/, one for a
two dimensional hydrofoil in water of infinite depth, one for a two dimen-
sion- 1 hydrofoil in water of finite depth and another for a three dimensional
hydrofoil in wctcr of infinite depth. The authors of reference 7 found thct
the expression)!/ =
e
~ V/gf » for a two dimensional hydrofoil in water of in-
finite depth, gave the best agreement with experimentnl data. This parti-
cular expression for"l|/ is also the least complicated of the three, and there-
fore, was used by the authors to evaluate the wave drag term in equation
(6). It can be seen that wave drag is a function of hydrofoil depth, chord
and speed. In evaluating this quantity, therefore, foil depth and chords
for the tent hydrofoils were used. The velocity values used were repre-
sentative of low Reynolds number hydrofoil teste. The particular speeds
selected correspond to Re = l.^xlO^ and Re " 2.0xlo5.
Equation (6) was solved using the some NACA airfoil section lift rnd
drag coefficients r s were used to solve equation (4). (Ref A, NAOA 6A-409
21
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airfoil, at Re = 0.7x10°.) Since the identical airfoil data were used to
solve both equations (4) and (6), the difference between the two solutions
represents a theoretical prediction of the portion of the total drag that
is caused by wave drag and the presence of boundaries. Since the induced
drag is directly proportional to the square of the lift coefficient, the
increase in drag due to boundary effects and wave drag is greatest at large
lift coefficients. At low lift coefficients, these effects are negligible.
The discrepancy between drag coefficients predicted fron airfoil data and
the drag coefficients determined experimentally exists over the entire
range of lift coefficients, however. Therefore, wave drag or boundary
effects must be ruled out as the major cause of this difference. Laminar
separation will be discussed later os a possible cause of these differences
between theory and experiment.
The reader should note that the boundary and wpve drag corrections of
equation (6) apply only to the drag coefficient and do not effect the lift
coefficient. Boundary effects on the lift coefficient will be considered
in the theoretical method that follows.
5. A More Rigorous Theoretical Method
It was desirable to compare the experimental lift at low Reynolds
number to the lift predicted by theory. This comparison demonstrates to
what extent the circulation theory is trustworthy st low Reynolds numbers.
The moat attractive theoretical method was found in reference 11,
by V/adlin and Christopher. This method was particularly applicable in
this instance because (l) it was independent of experimental data and (2)
the theory could be modified to include tank boundary effects. Reference
11 states that the lift coefficients calculated by this method are in good
22

agreement vdth existing experimental datn . The experimental dr.ta to which
Wadlin and Christopher refer v;as taken on large foils at speeds of 25 to
50 feet per second and was carefully chosen to avoid low speeds, where some
variation of lift coefficient vdth speed hns been indicated. This method
represents a fairly reliable integration of the lifting characteristics
of hydrofoils at high Reynolds numbers, and, therefore, is a good yard-
stick to which low Reynolds number data mny be compared.
The purpose of the Y/adlin-Christophor method is to predict the lift of
practical seaplane or small boat hydrofoil configurations in open water.
For this reason, the theory includes a correction for the effects of water
surface, but no attention is given to the towing tank side or bottom effects.
Therefore, either the theory had to be modified to include tank boundary
effects or the experimental hydrofoil date had to be corrected to open
water conditions in order to properly compare theory and experiment. For
this report, the theory was modified to include the effect of the proximity
of the sides and bottom of the tank. Thus, the experimental data is left
in its original form and the boundary corrections are applied entirely
to the theory.
From reference 11, the lift coefficient of submerged zero-dihedral
surfaces is calculated from the follovring equation:
(7) Cl = ;«*g££2k* K5 | (1 A )sin2oy3osc(a
A f 1 *JE^B
In which: a is the tv.-o dimensional lift curve slope (2 If).
A is the aspect rntio (6).
K2 is the two dinencionn 1 depth correction factor.
K* is the three dimensional depth correction factor.
OC^is the absolute angle of attack, measured from the angle of
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zero lift (0«;«0(t(O+ oc).
Cti0 is the angle of zero lift.
OC i3 the geometric ?ngle of attack.
Since this formula includes only a correction for the water srufnee boundary,
the factors K2 and K5 were modified to include the tank side and bottom
effects also.
Modification of K2.
The two dimensional correction factor K2 was determined in references
7 and 11 by considering the effect, at the three quarter chord of a submerged
two dimensional lifting surface, of an imago line vortex located a distance
nbove the water surface equal to the depth of submergence of the quarter-
chord of the lifting surface. The vorticity of both the lifting surface
and its imnge r.re located at their respective quarter-chords. In order to
include the bottom effects in K>2» the effect of another image line vortex
located a distance below the bottom equal to the height of the lifting











Using the methods of reference 7i
{li)
^tr *i
In which: \q is the downwash at Jo/h due to vortex filament of the foil.
W2 i3 the downwash at 5°/4 due to surface image vortex.
Wz is the downwash at 5c/4 due to tank bottom image vortex.
a0> i is the lift curve slope in an infinite fluid.
ao,2 * s the lift curve slope in an finite fluid.
Applying the Lav; of Biot-Savart as outlined in reference 7» the various con-
tributions to downwash were evaluated and the following formula derived:
(9\ v -22*2. - 1 t fWo) 2»fWg)^(Ah/g) 2 fftf/c)2{9) K2
""^tl " 1 • 2(Wc)2 (if/o^CAVo)^
In which: c is the foil chord.
f is the foil depth below the water surface.
h is the foil height above the bottom.
For the dimensions of the foils tested at a depth of 1^.0 " in the V/ebb
Tank: (Webb Tank dimensions: 5 tx10 ! cross section.)
K2 = 0.992 for the large foil (c=5")
K2 = 0.997 for the small foil (csj")
Modification of K5
Since the method of reference 11 only corrects the lift curve slope
for the water surface boundary, a new factor, Kx» was developed to incor-
porate tank side, tank bottom and water surface effects in the three dimension-
al correction. As stated in reference 7» on infinite array of images would
be necessary to arrive at an exact correction, but for the purposes used















The image tlvt contributes the v/nter surfnee boundary condition is
designated (a) and is positive. The images thrt contribute the tank side
boundary conditions ore designated (b) and are positive. The image system
thnt contributes tank bottom boundary conditions is designated (c) and is
negrtive.
Using the same principles os v;ere used to obtain K2:
(10) K5 =
Q - a, _ 1
f~> &i 1 « wn *- 2wfr " vrc
vh
In v/hich: f? is the circulation of the foil horseshoe vortex system in an
infinite fluid.
I^is the circulation of the foil horseshoe vortex system in a
fluid with finite boundaries.
aj is the lift curve slope of the foil horseshoe vortex system in
and infinite fluid.
a2 is the lift curve slope of the foil horseshoe vortex system
in fluid with finite boundaries.
w
n is the doYmvrash at the three-quarter chord point due to the
water surface image.




wQ is the downwr.sh ct the three-quarter chord point clue to
the tank bottom image.
w^ is the downwash at the three-quarter chord point due to
the image system of the hydrofoil.
The expressions for the above downwashes v:ere derived by substituting
proper valuer, in the equations for dot/nwash due to horseshoe vortex systems
in reference 1. The results of these derivations are:
(11) Wa = ttc j[l*(4f/c) 2]A/l*(4f/c)^
f,n\ „ _ ^ f , , CSj&lU , n /?K/C 1"A .K1*' b "2iTc Wl+(2w/c)<^2(2v/c)A+A^ "
~\J












And from equation (6) of reference 7s
+ 2
Substituting these expressions in ecuation (10) end evaluating for foil
dimensions at 1^" depth gives the three dimensionol lift curve slope
correctioni
K^ = 0.9717 for the large foil rt f : 1>0"
K5 = 0.9879 for the small foil at f Z lJ.O"
Since the angle of attack, OC^i in equation (7) is raep cured from the
°ngle of zero lift, the value of the angle of zero lift had to bo determined.
A theoretical angle of zero lift was calculated by the nethod given in
reference 12. Using this value in the ecuation for lift coefficient, how-
ever 1 resulted in values of 0\ too high to be consistent vdth either the
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airfoil data of reference 4, or the experimental hydrofoil data. On the
other hand, if the angle of zero lift as measured experimentally by the
authors is used, the theoretical and experimental lift curves are in
reasonable agreement. (Figs. 35 nn ^ 5^»)
For the tabular solution of eouation (7) the variable was the geometric
angle of attack, and the following values were uaod as constants:
Term Small Foil Large Foil






OC (measured experimentally) -2.45° -2.40°
A sample solution of equation (7) is given in Appendix I.
The theoretical method as modified neglects any variations in boundary
effects due to the geometric angle of attack of the foil. These effects
on K~ ore negligible at the depths of submergence of these tests, as shown
in figure 2(e) of reference 11. Angle of attack mny have a significant
effect on Kz, but any variation in Kz due to angle of attack was neglected
here for the sake of simplicity. Since a reasonable agreement v.'-^s obtained
between theory and experiment, however, the assumption that the effect of
angle of attack is negligible seems to have been valid at the small angles
of attack used in the subject experiments. The use of an experimental angle
of zero lift with this theory seems to be justified also, since reference
12 warns that theoretical angles of zero lift may be useful for design, but
should be verified by experiment whenever possible.
Of the foregoing methods to predict lift and drag, the classical method
is the easiest to calculate, but neglects boundary effects. The modification
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to the classical method includes the effect of the boundaries and wave drag
on the drag coefficient. Both the classical method and its modification are
dependent on wind tunnel data. The V.'adlin-Christopher method deals only
v;ith the lift coefficient and includes boundary effects. The combination
of the three methods provides predictions of drag coefficient based on
airfoil data and predictions of lift coefficient based both on airfoil
d^ta and theory. The results of these predictions are plotted in figures
35 » 5^» 3^ nn<* 27 » where they can be compared to the experimental hydrofoil




C. Analysis of Experimental Results
With both experimental wind tunnel data and theoretical hydrofoil
data now available in proper form, a more detailed analysis of the test
results can be made. In order to obtain coefficients for each foil at the
same Reynolds number, Figures 31 and 32 were plotted and faired. These
figures point up one of the key results of the investigation. There are
definite discrepancies in the lift and drag coefficients of both foils at
the same Reynolds number. At the same angle of attack, the lift coefficients
of the large foil are higher than those of the small foil, while the drag
coefficients of the small foil are consistently higher than those of the
large foil. These plots indicate that Reynolds numbers based solely on
free stream velocity and chordal length do not completely define flow
similarity in the laminar flow range.
Cj vs oC curves for both foils are plotted in Figures 33 and 34. In-
cluded on these plots are wind tunnel data from reference 4. As previously
explained, classical airfoil theory (Ref. 1) was used to convert from two
dimensional to three dimensional flow. The Reynolds numbers selected
(0.7 X 106 and 9 X 106 ) represent the extremes available for the NACA 64-409
series. The theoretical lift curve as calculated for the test hydrofoils
is also plotted for reference.
These curves have several interesting features. First, the lift curves
of the small and large foils at equivalent Reynolds numbers do not coincide.
Secondly, both foils show a depression in the lift curve in the region of
C
^C =
. This hollow becomes more pronounced at the lower Reynolds numbers.
This leads one to suspect laminar separation as one of the main causes of
this effect. There is no clear explanation as to why the effect is accented





















































The foils display rather marked departures from wind tunnel data,
particularly at the lower Reynolds numbers. The wind tunnel experiments
show two trends resulting from Reynolds numbers variations. First, the
slope of the lift curve decreases with decreasing Reynolds numbers.
Second, the angle of zero lift becomes more negative with decreasing Reynolds
numbers. Laminar separation has produced exactly the opposite effect in
the case of the hydrofoils. The angle of zero lift has become less negative
with decreasing Reynolds number while the average slope of the lift curve
has increased. Figure 35 shows the change in angle of zero lift due to
Reynolds number.
At the higher Reynolds numbers the theoretical method gives the best
correlation with experimental results. It must be remembered, however,
that an experimental angle of zero lift as measured on the test foils was
used in conjunction with the theory. As Reynolds number is lowered the
foils depart farther from theory until at R
c
= .808 X 10 the small foil
shows a lift coefficient of .035 at c< = , while theory predicts C^ = .178.
Thus over the Reynolds number range tested the experimental results show
that in general theoretical methods are not even a good approximation of
hydrofoil performance. This seems logical since all theoretical methods
still retain the classical circulation theory as their basis. The authors
feel that laminar separation in its essence dictates a change in certain
assumptions which form the basis for the circulation theory. For example,
if separation has already occured, it does not necessarily follow that the
after stagnation point must remain at the trailing edge of the airfoil.
The foil drag coefficients are plotted in Figures 36 and 37. Wind
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wind tunnel data as measured at R
c
= 0,7 X 10 6 has been altered to also
include the effects of tank boundary and wavemaking. To make these correc-
tions foil velocities corresponding to foil Reynolds numbers of 2.0 X 10 5
and 1.5 X 10 5 were used. Both foils have drag coefficients which are con-
sistently higher than the wind tunnel drag obtained at higher Reynolds
numbers. Furthermore, the small foil drag coefficient is consistently higher
than that of the large foil, and for a given Reynolds number this difference
is almost constant for all lift coefficients.
The wind tunnel data corrected to include tank boundary and surface
wavemaking effects begins to approach the foil drag coefficients at the
higher lift coefficients. Since the boundary effects are small, this might
lead one to suspect surface wavemaking as the cause of increased hydrofoil
drag. The wave drag is, of course, « function of Froude number. Since,
when operating at equal Reynolds numbers, the foils have quite different
Frcude numbers, wave drag could also be responsible for the differences in
drag on the two foils. The theory, however, states that surface wavemaking
is a function of circulation and therefore would not affect the drag at the
angle of zero lift. Moreover, at the angle of zero lift, there is no in-
duced drag.
The foil drag coefficients at C 1 = are plotted in Figure 28. Since
there is still a large discrepancy in drag coefficients for the small foil
as opposed to the large foil, we must conclude that surface wavemaking
effects have not produced this anomaly. It is also interesting to note
that the drag coefficient curves for both foils are initially flat and do
not rise with decreasing Reynolds number parallel to either the Shoenherr







wind tunnel tests of the same section at higher Reynolds numbers. Figure 28
also shows that laminar flow, contrary to popular opinion, does not always
produce drag coefficients of less magnitude than turbulent flow even on
extremely thin bodies.
The curves of possibly the greatest interest are shown in Figures 38
and 39. These figures portray most vividly the overall influence of laminar
separation on airfoil performance. At the design lift coefficient CCj^ = .4)
the L/D ratio varies from a maximum of 20 for the large foil at Rc = 2.69 X 10 5
to 11 for the small foil at Rc* .808 X 105 . A glance at the Reynolds
number range calculated for the model propeller used in the Series 60
tests (nage 2) indicates that experiments conducted at higher Reynolds
numbers could not accurately predict the performance of the propeller
behind the model. The test results also indicate that laminar separation
could cause a marked reduction in the L/D ratio of a ship model rudder or
control fin. Therefore, care must be exercised in expanding the results




1. Neither two dimensional airfoil data taken at high Reynolds numbers nor
current hydrofoil theory v;ere adeouate to predict the hydrodynamic character-
istics of the test hydrofoils in the range Rc - 0.8 x 10^ to Re = 2.7 x 10^.
The marked variations in lift, drag and angle of zero lift due to laminar
separation caused the predictions based on theory and airfoil data to be
inaccurate. The lift coefficient versus angle of atteck curve is normally a
straight line in wind tunnel tests. In these tests, however, a hollow
developed in the vicinity ofOd = 0°, which became more pronounced as Reynolds
number decreased. For example, at Q£= 0°, the lift coefficient of the small
foil varied from Ci - 0.18 at Rc = 1.89 * 1<£ to Cj * 0.04 at Rc = 0.8 x lo5.
Corresponding lift coefficient predictions by theory and from airfoil data
were C^ =0.18 and Oi = 0.2^2 respectively. Where lift predictions were
g^nerrlly higher than experimentnl values, the drag predictions were low.
At the design lift coefficient, Ci 0.4, the drag prediction based on airfoil
data was Cd 0.015. Experimental drag varied from Cd " 0.0^6 at Rc = 0.8 x lo5
do-n to 0(j = 0.019 at Rc = 2.7 x 10^. The prediction problem is further
complicated by the variation in the angle of zero lift. In these tests the
angle of zero lift varied from -2.48° at Rc = 2.7 x lO^ to -0.6° at Rc =
0.8 x ICk. In general, the investigations lead one to believe that certain
assumptions which form the basis for the circulation theory are no longer
valid in the laminar f low region.
2. At a Reynolds number of 1.75 x ICk the small foil had a drag coefficient
of 0.017^ at Ci = 0, while the large foil had a drag coefficient of 0.01275
at C^ « 0. This variation w~s almost constant over a Reynolds number range
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of 0.9 x 1C>5 to 1.9 x 10^. Since the lift coefficient is zero, there is
theoretically no wave drag or induced drag present. One must conclude,
therefore, that eaual Reynolds numbers based on free stream velocity and
chordnl length of geometrically similar shapes do not dictate flov; similarity.
This adds another variable to describe fluid flov; in the laminar flov; range.
At present, there is no explanation of this apparent anomaly. The authors
believe the first efforts of future research in this field should be directed
to- ord the so'lution of this problem.
5. Experimental results for both strut and foils verify the fact thot there
is a major increaso in profile drag due to laminar flow and subsequent laminar
separation. This is contrary to the common belief that laminar flow always
produces a reduction in drag. In the care of the strut at R
c
= 1(P , the drag
coefficient was 7»5 times the value given for turbulent skin friction by the
Schoenherr line. This indicates that extreme care must be taken in expanding
the resistance values of appendages on ship models. Heretofore, appendage
resistance has been a small percentage of the totol, but with more recent
additions such as stabilizing fins, anti-pitch fins, and large sonar domes
in the case of Naval vessels, this percentage is bound to increase.
A. The L/D ratios of the hydrofoils at design lift coefficient (0^ = 0.4)
varied from a maximum of 20 on the large foil at ^ « 2.69 x 1(P to 11 for
the small foil at Rc = 0.808 x ICk. The wind tunnel data indicates an i/D
ratio of 26 at Rc 0.7 x 10 . This Reynolds number range is representative
of that found from root to tip over e ship model propeller blade. It is appar-
ent, therefore, that model propeller experiments conducted at higher Reynolds
numbers cannot accurately predict the propeller performance in the laminar
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flov; range. It is also apparent that laminar separation could cause a marked
reduction in the L/D ratio of a ship model rudder or control fin. Therefore,
crre mu^t be exercized in expanding the results of manuevering tests directly
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STRUT AND FOIL DIMENSIONS AND SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
Appendix I contains a drrvdng of the strut and foil arsembly, the
hydrofoil offsets and sample calculations v.'hich show examples of the various
arithmetic processes used in the main body of the report. They are arranged
as foilowr:
A. °trut and Foil Dimensions.
1. Figure 1, a drrvdng of the strut pnd foil assembly.




5. Cnlculitions to Correct Experimental Foil Data to Finnl Plots.
h. Theoretical Strut Wsyc Drag.
5. Crlculrtion of Strut Profile Drrg.
6. Theoretical Strut Profile Dr-g.
7. The Classical Method far Correction of Airfoil Data.
8. The Modified Classical Method.
9* Tvo Dimensional Boundary Correction Frctor, Kp»
10a Three Dimensional Boundary Correction Factor, K-,.













5MALL FO/L : J" CHORD
/Q" SPAV
LARGE FO/L: S" CHORD
JO" s5A4/V
FIGURE / -APPENDIX, I






Ordinntes for NAOA 64-409 Airfoil Section
(From Reference 15)
Ohord = y Span = 18" Foil tips rounded off















1 . 1983 O.19896
1 . 7492 O.19662
1.5000 0.19026































































Lending edge radius s. 0.01757 inches
Slope of radius through leading edge Z 0.00504
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Ordir."tes for TTACA 64-409 Airfoil Cection
(From Reference 15)
Chord Z 5" Span = 50" Foil tips rounded off











































































































Loading edge radius = 0.02895 inches





o( = 0° (Strut positioned to give a foil angle of attack of 0° )







































13 8.66 4.04 16.4 .139 -.07 .069 .00421
* All Lift forces measured on the strut are negative
2. Foil Tests
Large Foil o(= 0° f = 13" Tank Temp = 80° F
S «= 150 in2 £fS = 1.006 ib-sec



















8.60 4.07 16.6 .157 3.1 3.257 .1965 .1961




















9 8.65 4.04 16.4 1.7 .315 .2 .515 .0273 .0272
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3. Calculations to correct Experimental Foil Data for final plots
























From faired plot of Experimental Data
Pigure 8
§f>S = \ X 1.9336 X 150/144 = 1.006
Cis = Ls/v2 x 1/| s
Cl = V + Cls
L = C^pSV2
From faired nlot of Experimental Data
Figure 7
Cds = Ds/^X I S
Cd « V - Gds






L/D vs Cj Plots can be obtained very simply from the Plot of
Cd vs Ci. L/D = CjAtf
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4. Theoretical Strut .Vavemaking Drag
Wavemakine drag was computed for the strut at o(* J
,
and f = 13,65*'
which gives an immersed area corresponding to a foil depth of 13". For
the above conditions the projected strut area, Ss , is 22 sq. in.
b = .201 in
1 = .78 in
Basic Strut Equation:
A.-- S&ffte ) (^p
Col. V (ft/sec) 4
P .261





(3) (1) -(2) 1.81
(4) log 2/ar p 2.59
(5) (4)X (l)-(2) 4.68
(6) 7p X 103/576 3.17
(7) (5) (6) 7.85
(8) 161p3/2073600 -
(9) (7) - (8) 7.85
(10) 512/v 163









D = 1280 X 32.2 X 1.9336 X (,201)^X .785W .^-i. «- -i- * ..Mail ^ ! i ! -^a—
-
1-510 J X 1728
= .001451 lbs
:ds,w s Ds^/° Sv2 = » 001451 X 144
\ X 1.9336 X 22 X 1(
'.000614
ft = 2V1/V, t= 4 X 1.56 b .559 X 10"c T
-rr-r.—rrrr-r-r—rr -5
12 X .92969 X 10















Cds = Ds/5fS5 V
2
( In this case S= 22")
'dp Cds " Cds,w
6 * Thgoretica.1 Strut Profile Drag
cdp 2Cf * (t/c)
2
- .0003
Where: Cf = Blasius Friction coefficient for laminar flow
C f = 1.328/rRj.
Note that 2C£. is used since all calculations are based on
projected strut area.
(t/c) 2 s (. 402/1. 56) 2 » <.258) 2 - .0665
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7. The Classical Method for Correction o:' 'irfoil I>ta for An poet Ratio,
A sample solution of equations (4) ?nd (5):
(4) Cd - c d * _ilf ( 1 4- S )
A
(5) <*= <V-fL ( ! + <)
A
For both foils: A = 6, = 0.0-5, and = O.I65.






Ot(Rad.) <X(Deg.) cd 0. 0554c x
2
Gd
0.68 4.0° O.O696 0.0421 0.1117 6.42° 0.00''9 0.0256 O.0525
8. The ftodified Classical MethQd.
A sample solution of Equation (6)
(6) d = cd + Cl
2 ( 1 + S ) 4. Kic( 1+ S )
TTA 8rr r 2V2/gc V
For large foil ot V : 4.45'/scc, ci = 0.(18.
It was necespT/ to solve first for the terra —~z "\j)
2Y7gc












Note that f * is foil docth in feet.
Then the solution for 0^-.



















4.45 0.68 0.465 0.0108 1.045 ,0554 0.1275 ,00529 ,00950 ,07025 .0525 .0455 2.0
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9. The TVo Dirnonsionnl Pound? ry Correction F- ctor, Kp .
Sample solution for equation (9):
*o,2 1 + (W*)2 + (We)2 ; (4h/c)2 (4f/c)2
1 f 2(4h/c)2 (4f/c)2(^h/c)2(9) K2 " a0fl
For the large foil: f s 13", e a 5", h 47"
f/c r p. 6, (4f/c)2 = hx(2.6) 2 = (10.4)2 = 103.16
h/c = 9.4, (4h/c) 2 = 4x(9.4) 2 = (57. 6)2 = 141J.76
K =
1 » ( 105.16) 4- Mlf.76) f (141? 76 )(108.H)
2 1 2(1413.76) 4. (I4lj.76}(108.16)
K2 = l^f^»20 = q. 992
10. Three Dimensional Boundary Correction Factor, K*
;




* f l , 1 r, 1
itT"|L1*(Wo )2J yi4>(4f/e )* -eA2 |(4f/c)2^ %/ l*(if/c J 2"^
For the large foil: A = 6, (4f/c)2 108. 16






w - JL- (0.049632)
ffc
(12) w, = JL./-7l - l_/, f2w/cUA (2w/c )-Ab 2TT e ty'l*(2w/c )2«-2(2w/o )A+A2 -\j 1 ( 2w/c )2-2 ( 2v/c )A+A2
* f(2w/cHA][U^/U(L2v/C]*A)2j " [(2w/c)-a] 1- -\/lf(0/c] -A)2




Combing the effects of both sides:
2*b =
r 2l 42
tto |yj7 + 250A + 576 y 57 + 2504 - 576
-i- (M 1 yi f 2916 (42) [ i tyi * 1724 _
2wb = r (-0.005404)












(14) w4 = JL. -JH pits 1
For the lrrge foil
'1 A^ 12
v4 = JL \W t 2l = _£L [6.085 t 2l = JL- (8.O85)
^ 2TTS L' J 2JTS L J 2TTS
Then the three dimensional boundary correction factor for the large foil is:
(10) K3 *JL* ^1 =
I? a l 1 +
"a + 2vb - wc
w4
V JL (0.049652 - 0.004410 - 0.005404)
TT o
1 + r (8.035)
2TTS
Since 2S/c = A = 6; K;
6(0.059618)




11. Theoretical Prediction of lift Coefficient.
Sample solution of equation (7):
(7) Oj = ^^lagZ+fy-J- C 1 - ^10 ) SinSct^OosOCa
•Tf
For the large foil: (Using theoretioal angle of zero lift,^.)
® d> © ©







K2 K5 A ao a„K?
4.0° rO.0698 O.O658 O.I356 0.992 0.9717 6 6.283 1.984 8.984
© © @ © © © ©
a AK2K5
0<: a.
SinP( Sln2^ Coa<X,u A/10 (l-A/10) K*f ( l-A/10 )siniLpO30(*
©?8/5•©-©•©
A+1+ a<j£?.








MODIFICATIONS TO THE BALANCE
The authors ore indebted to Lt. D. L. Soracco for his foresight ond
ingenuity in designing the Two Force Towing Balance used to conduct the
tests which ore the subject of this thesis. We can also appreciate the
long hours of tedious work that he spent constructing, assembling and
aligning the balance. Where v.'e had four hands, he had two, which had to
work very hard to bring the balance to the high state of development that
v/e inherited. (See reference 15 for the description of the balance as
completed by Lt. Soracco.) Since Lt. Soracco was unable to give his balance
a thorough test, certain modifications ond adjustments had to be accom-
plished before actual testing of hydrofoils could proceed. These modi-
fications are the subject of this Appendix.
1* Instil lotion of Stops and Clamps for Both Lift ond Prog Sections.
Preliminary tank tests showed that the arcs of travel of both lift
and drag sections were larger than was necessary for full scale pointer
deflections. This excess travel allowed undesirable oscillations to
build up at the beginning ond end of each run. The oscillations were par-
ticularly objectionable in the drag section. In order to limit the arc
of travel of the drag section, upper and lower stops were installed. The
motion of the lift section v?as limited by the installation of an upper
lift stop, the lower lift stop having been installed previously by Lt.
Soracco. (Fef. 15
)
The drag section was c lumped at the mid-scale position by means of a
long, knurl-headed screw that con be easily inserted or removed by hand.
A cl^mp was mode for the lift section, which positions the lift section at
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mid-scale. This clamp securely holds the lower lift arm to the lover lift
stop. An aluminum spacer block is inserted between the lift stop and lift
section arm to properly position the lift force measuring mechanism. The
lower lift stop was stiffened by the addition of a flange to prevent de-
flections caused by large lift forces. After the flange addition, it was
necessary to move the stop aft in order to keep it clear of the spray from
the strut.
2. Lift Section Calibration Knife Edge
A knife edge was installed on the upper arm of the lift section on
which calibration weights could be hung* (See figure 5 of Appendix III
demonstrating the lift section calibration.)
5. Lift and Drag Scales
Lift and drag scales were inked on glass drafting cloth end glued to
plexiglass backings. These scales were then varnished, which increased
their resistance to moisture and dirt. It is recommended that these scales
be replaced by aluminum scales on which the markings have been inscribed
and pointed with a legible color. These scales should read from "0" at
the lower extreme of pointer deflection to a large number at the upper
extreme. The present presentation is confusing since the scales read both
up and down from the "0" reading at mid-scale. The drag scale divisions
should be spread to a larger interval if these scales are redesigned.
Scale reading would be easier also, if both pointers were painted black.
4. Redesign of the Drag Counterbalance Arm
Lt. Soracco designed and installed an arm to support a counterbalance
weight. The purpose of this attachment is to raise the center of gravity
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of the balance to a point near the main fulcrum. The center of gravity
was raised to improve the sensitivity of the balance. The arm as origi-
nally installed was canted forward, which not only moved the center of
gravity vertically upward, but also horizontally forward. It was determined
that the vertical movement of the center of gravity was all that could be
controlled satisfactorily, so the counterbalance arm was repositioned to
a vertical attitude.
During preliminary tank tests, the authors discovered aggravating
shifts in the balance calibration between successive runs. These cali-
bration shifts were caused by undesirable movement of balance components
relative to each other. Joints betvreen structural members of the balance
were not as rigid as they should have been. Consequently, shifts of
weights within the balance mechanism caused the calibration to be erratic.
A portion of this erratic calibration was caused by the lack of rigidity of
the counterbalance arm and of its attachment to the balance. The rede-
sign of the arm embodied fixing the proper amount of counterbalance
weight permanently to the tip of the arm and developing a more rigid method
of attachment of the arm to the balance.
5. Installation of a Stiffening Bracket to Improve the Rigidity of the
Drag Section .
The alterations to the counterbalance arm reduced, but did not elimi-
nate, the calibration shifts. These puzzling jumps of the calibration












The drag cross arm was rotating relative to arm "A". (Ref. 15»
page 20.) The rotation was oaused by the high acoelerations or deceler-
ations at either the beginning or end of the runs. The bracket stiffen-
ed the joint enough to absorb these dynamic forces without rotation.
Since the rigidity of this joint is a necessary condition for consistent
calibration, religious attention should be given to maintaining the
tightness of the screws which fix the bracket to the balance,
6. Securing the Lift Pointer to its Actuator Arm*
The lift pointer as originally designed was rotated by the force
transmitted to it through a set screw on a small shaft. Since this joint
was not sufficiently rigid, rotation of the pointer occured relative to
its lever actuator. The pointer was firmly attached to this actuator
arm by two small screws tapped into a flange type coupling. Since this
same difficulty has been experienced occasionally with the drag pointer,
it is recommended that it be altered similarly.
7. Strut Braoket Alteration to Permit Addition of Weights at High Angles
of Attack.
It was found that the bracket, by which the angle of attack is ad-
justed, interfered with the addition of pan-weights to the lift section.
Therefore, this bracket was cut to a shape that permitted the use of ten
pounds on the positive lift peg.
8. Extension of the Lift Counterbalance Arm to Reduce Required Counter-
balance Yteight.
The foil-strut assembly has to be counterbalanced in the lift section
to eliminate the weight of the assembly from the lift force measurement.
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To facilitate this, while at the same tine limiting the weight recuired,
the upper lift arm was extended to lengthen the lever arm of the counter-
balance weight. This extension reduced the amount of counterbalance weight
required to balance the weight of the foil-strut assembly.
9« Provision of an Accurate Means to Measure the Angle of Attack.
During the preliminary testing, the accuracy of the angle of attack
setting was dubious. Since the scribe narks on the angle of attack bracket
were rough settings at best, some positive, accurate means to measure angle
of attack hod to be developed. The first attempt was a tenplate to fit
over the foil profiles. A pair of hook gauges were attached to the template,
which were used to measure the level of the water surface. The angle of
attack of the foils was calculated fron the hook gauge measurements of the
position of the water surface relative to the foils. It was impossible,
however, to measure the strut angle of attack with this device, unless one
of the foils were attached. Neither was the device considered sufficiently
reliable to give the desired accuracy of ±0.1°.
The NACA deserves the acknowledgement for suggesting the use of a
gunner's quadrant to measure the angle of attack. The standard method
used in the NAOA tanks is to neagure the strut incidence with a gunner's
ouadrant or similar device, and convert this reading to an angle of attack
for the hydrofoil. Strut incidence is a function of the foil angle of
attack, since the strut and foil intersect at a fixed angle. The angle
of intersection between the chord lines of the test hydrofoils and the
leading edge of the strut was measured with great care and found to be
75O~50'» (±0.1°). V/ith this value known, it is quite convenient to con-
vert the strut incidence angle to foil angle of attack.
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While an accurate, rigid adjustment of angle of attack can bo made
with the present arrangement, the authors have experienced difficulty in
making this adjustment. Therefore, an alteration to this mechanism would
be highly desirable. A mechanism similar to that used to adjust the angle
of an ordinary marine sextant could be adapted to the balance. This modi-
fication would save a great deal of the set-up time now required.
10. Installation of a Negative Lift Force Balance Weight Peg.
The installation of the negative lift force balance weight peg en-
abled the authors to balance the negative lift forces that were developed
by the foils at negative angles of attack. Since this peg exhibits no
parallel motion, its use was limited to small weights and to pointer de-
flections near mid-scale.
With the completion of the above modifications, the balance was used
to obtain reliable results with the accuracy limits tabulated in Appendix




















Nov that confidence can be placed in the balance, previously non-
essential alterations become highly desirable. These recommended altera-
tions are explained in the text above and are here summarized.
Summary of Recommended Alterations
1. Increase scale legibility by
a. Redesign and replace both lift and drag scales* The
new scales should read from "0" at the lower extreme of pointer
deflection, and the new drag scale should display a larger scale
interval.
b. Paint both pointer tips black.
2. Modify the angle of attack adjustment mechanism to include a vernier
type movement.
5« Secure the drag pointer more firmly to its actuator arm.
4. Insure that the drag section stiffening bracket is performing its in-
tended purpose, which is to rigidly fix the intersection of the two arms
to which it is attached. Additional testing may show that the bracket
should be enlarged, or that larger screws should be used to secure it to




Stated simply, the problem facing the designer of the balance was to
produce an instrument which could accurately measure small forces on a
hydrofoil. This problem has heretofore precluded experiments of this type
in all experimental model basins. Most tanks employ a strain gauge type
balance for measuring hydrofoil forces. The advantages of this type of
balance are obvious, however, its major disadvantage is relative inaccuracy,
To insure good relative accuracy the forces measured must be large. This
in turn dictates large foils and high speeds. Both of these factors pro-
duce high Reynolds numbers.
The balance as designed is sound, however, it must be emphasized that
the adherence of the operator fo a careful and rather detailed test pro-
cedure is mandatory. Due to the configuration, certain unavoidable errors
in data will arise unless careful compensations are made. Although these
compensations may seem trivial, the operator must bear in mind that errors
of the order of magnitude of .005 pounds can produce scatter in the data
at low speeds.
It is with future operators of the balance in mind that the authors
have set forth here a detailed test procedure which the experience of over





1. Bearings should be oiled and adjusted. Light machine oil in the
tank equipment cabinet is adequate for this purpose. See Ref. 15
for a detailed description of the bearings and alignment procedures..
This operation need not be performed before each testing period,
however, periodic checks should be made.
2. All screw fastenings should be checked for tightness. Care must be
exercised in tightening machine screws particularly where they are
set in tapped holes in aluminum p a rts. Excessive force can strip
the threads.
3. Make sure the bracket on the drag section T-a rm is tight. Any play
at this joint can produce erroneous readings. Por a more detailed
explanation of the reasons for these errors see Appendix II. It
is also important to check this bracket frequently. Any errors in
drag readings can generally be traced to this point.
4.' Check the locking pins in the lift section bearings. These lock the
tipper arms to the shaft. They can work loose after many runs.
B. Assembly and Rigging of the Balance
1. Remove the counterbalance arm and loosen the top screws on the drag
section spring holder so that the arm can be rotated to a horizontal
position. Figure 1 shows the correct condition of the balance for
placing it on the carriage.
2. Remove the lower rear wheel on the carriage to permit projections on
the balance to pass this point. This wheel need not be replaced during




Placing balance on carriage
again shows this detail.
3. Slide the balance onto the carriage and secure the four locking screws.
The fore and aft position of the balance is not critical provided
the drag spring holder and counterbalance arm are cle^r. Figure 2
shows a good position. After the foil has been installed the balance
can be rotated slightly to adjust the position of the foil so that
its leading edge is normal to the towing line.
4. Secure the drag spring holder and counterbalance arms. Make sure
the counterbalance arm is not canted either inboard or outboard. In
the first case it will strike the timing switches on the tank and in
the second case it may bind on the drag spring holder. It is essential
that the counterbalance is rigidly attached, since any slight shift





for further details on this component.
5. Assemble the strut and hydrofoil. A detailed description of this
assembly can be found in Ref. 15. Note that the spacers apply to one
foil only. Again care should be exercised in tightening screws to
avoid stripping the tapped threads in the strut. Before each testing
period the strut and foil should be polished with some type of metal
polish. The authors used "Doxon" aluminum polish. This will keep
the surface condition as uniform as possible for all tests.
6. Install the strut and hydrofoil assembly. See Ref. 15 for details.
C. Calibration
1. Set the approximate angle of attack of the foil. The authors found
that the most accurate method of accomplishing this calibration is
with a standard Navy Gunner's Quadrant. The angle of attack of the
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Figure 3 also shows the setting of angle of attack. Easiest method
is with one man adjusting the foil angle and the other holding the
Gunner's Quadrant. After the angle of attack has been set
Figure 3
Setting angle of attack
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approximately, set the depth of foil. Figure 4 clearly shows this
Figure 4
Setting depth
detail. Depth of foil is measured perpendicularly from the water
surface to the midpoint of the intersection of the strut and the foil,
After the depth has been set, make a final adjustment of the angle of
attack. These operations must be performed before calibrating the
lift and drag sections.
2. Install the springs on the lift and drag sections. For details, see
Ref. 15. The size of spring depends on the size of the force to be
measured and the accuracy desired. Although the lighter springs give
better sensitivity they are more subject to the internal friction of
the balance. The heavy springs were used almost exclusively on the
lift section and often on the drag section. The light spring was
used in the drag sections for measuring strut drag and drag on the
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small foil at low angles of attack. The springs can be adjusted in
tension by the use of adapters provided.
4. The drag section is clamped while calibrating the lift section.
,
Adjust the lift counterbalance weight and the spring tension so that
full scale readings can be made, however, in the unloaded condition
the lift section should not touch the upper stop. Calibrating weights
are placed on the knife edge as indicated in Figure 5. The position
"^ ^ r + * + * * r> r * r * r
Pigure 5
Lift calibration
of the pan weights when testing is described in Ref. 15. Prior to
actual calibration always make sure the pointer is zeroed and tightened,
*Vhen measuring negative lift the spring tension and counterbalance
weight are adjusted for full scale readings in the opposite direction.
Calibrating weights are placed in the lift pan, and pan weights are
placed on the pan provided at the opposite end of the lift arm.
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The brass dowel for holding these weights can be seen in Figure 5
just below the calibration weights. It is not advisable to attempt
to measure large negative lift forces, since the parallel motion
feature of the balance is lost during this operation. Also the spring
assists rather than balances a negative force.
5. The lift section is clamped when calibrating the drag section. Here
again spring tension should be adjusted to give full scale readings,
but at the same time it must not pull the T-arm against the upper stops,
Calibrating weights are placed as indicated by the pointer in Pigure 2.
The pointer should be again zeroed and tightened. Probably the most
important feature in the operation of the drag section is the effect
of lift on drag readings. A lift force either positive or negative
will produce a change in the drag reading. This can be readily
demonstrated by placing a weight in the lift pan while the drag
section is swinging free. During testing a positive lift force can
be accurately balanced by a weight placed in the pan. Por this reason
lift data on the foil must be known before testing for drag. If the
lift force is negative it cannot be balanced, and therefore must be
corrected by calibration. To do this calibrate first with no lift
force. Then insert a pan weight of the same magnitude as the maximum
negative lift force to be expected and recalibrate. This procedure
will give two calibration curves, describing the extreme conditions.
During testing drag values can be interpolated from these curves for
intermediate lift forces. This method can only be used for relatively
small forces since the calibration curves will diverge too widely
for large negative lift forces.
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6. It is important to note that new calibration curves for both lift
and drag must be drawn for each setting of angle of attack. Since
the strut is raked forward, a change in angle of attack will produce
a change in depth. When depth is reset to the correct value, a
larger or smaller portion of the strut will be exposed, depending
on the direction of change. This in turn will produce a shift in
calibration curves due to a buoyancy change. When calibrating
either the lift or drag section tap the balance or carriage lightly
and oscillate the pointers. This tends to minimize frictional effects,
The accuracies to be expected when testing are tabulated in Table 1
at the end of the Appendix.
D. Test Procedure
( This procedure is intended only as a supplement to standard pro-
cedures outlined for the Webb Towing Tank.)
1. When testing at high speeds a point will be reached when the spray
roach from the strut begins to strike the strut plate. When this
occurs data is no longer accurate.
2. Due to the light construction of the balance the authors feel lift
forces should be limited to ten pounds.
3. Since lift data must be known before testing for drag, the authors
found the best testing sequence was to test for lift first at a given
angle of attack and then immediately test for drag at the same angle
of attack. As previously mentioned each change in angle of attack
requires recalibration. It is felt that this sequence reduces
calibration time to a minimum.
4. Appendix I, samnle calculations, shows method used by authors in
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in recording rough data and reducing it to final form. There is
one important point to be noted with regard to drag forces. A close
look at the balance will reveal that the actual drag force is acting
on a longer moment arm than the pan weights. For this reason pan
weight forces must be multiplied by 0.87 to get actual drag forces.
Table 1
Accuracy of Lift and Drag Force Measurements
Stmt
Force Component Type Spring Accuracy
Drag Light i .0040
















The above table was obtained by averaging the slopes of all calibration
curves used during testing. These slopes were in turn multiplied by a factor
which included possible reading errors plus estimated frictional errors.
It is felt that the accuracies err on the safe side and can be used as a
guide for future experimentation. The springs described as light and
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Angle of attack = 0.10 degrees









Tests of two, aspect ratio 6, hydrofoils
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